LGBTQA+ Voices — April 8, 2021
Books for Children
BunnyBear
by
A J Loney
Julian at the
Wedding
by J Love
Love Makes a
Family
by S Beer
Pride: the
story of
Harvey Milk
and the
Rainbow Flag
by R Sanders
Zenobia July

Although Bunnybear was born a bear, he feels more like a bunny. The other bears don't
understand him, and neither do the bunnies. Will Bunnybear ever find a friend who likes him
just the way he is?
Jessica Love returns with a joyful story of friendship and individuality in this radiant followup to Julián Is a Mermaid.

Whether you have one parent, two moms, two dads, a mom and a dad, or another wonderful
caregiver, there's one thing that makes a family a family ... and that's love.
Traces the life of the Gay Pride Flag, from its beginnings with social activist Harvey Milk
and designer Gilbert Baker to its spanning of the globe and its role in today's world.

This is a bold, heartfelt story about a trans girl solving a cyber mystery and coming into her
own.

by L Bunker

Books for Teens/Adults
Apsara
Engine
by B Som

Features characters of diverse gender experience throughout stories set mainly in South Asian
and American experiences.

In the Dream
House
by C
Machado

Engrossing and wildly innovative account of a relationship gone bad, and a bold dissection of
the mechanisms and cultural representations of psychological abuse. Tracing the full arc of a
harrowing relationship with a charismatic but volatile woman, Machado struggles to make
sense of how what happened to her shaped the person she was becoming.

Juliet Takes
a Breath
by G Rivera

Juliet Milagros Palante is a self-proclaimed closeted Puerto Rican baby dyke from the Bronx.
Only, she's not so closeted anymore. Not after coming out to her family the night before flying
to Portland, Oregon, to intern with her favorite feminist writer--what's sure to be a lifechanging experience. And when Juliet's coming out crashes and burns, she's not sure her mom
will ever speak to her again.
It's 1989 in New York City, and for three teens, the world is changing. Reza is an Iranian boy
who has just moved to the city with his mother to live with his stepfather and stepbrother. He's
terrified that someone will guess the truth he can barely acknowledge about himself. Reza
knows he's gay, but all he knows of gay life are the media's images of men dying of AIDS.
Judy is an aspiring fashion designer who worships her uncle Stephen, a gay man with AIDS
who devotes his time to activism as a member of ACT UP. Judy has never imagined finding
romance...until she falls for Reza and they start dating. As Reza and Art grow closer, Reza
struggles to find a way out of his deception that won't break Judy's heart--and destroy the most
meaningful friendship he's ever known.

Like a Love
Story
by
A. Nazemian

The
Stonewall
Reader
by the New
York Public Library

A collection of first accounts, diaries, periodic literature, and articles from LGBTQ magazines
and newspapers that documented both the years leading up to and the years following the
riots. The anthology focuses on the events of 1969, the five years before, and the five years
after.

Asian American Voices— April 22, 2021
Books for Children
The
Bridge
Home
by

Life is harsh in Chennai's teeming streets, so when runaway sisters Viji and Rukku arrive, their
prospects look grim. Very quickly, eleven-year-old Viji discovers how vulnerable they are in this
uncaring, dangerous world. Fortunately, the girls find shelter--and friendship--on an abandoned
bridge.

P Venkatraman
Inside
Out and
Back
Again

Hà has only ever known Saigon: the thrills of its markets, the joy of its traditions, and the warmth
of her friends close by. But now the Vietnam War has reached her home. Hà and her family are
forced to flee as Saigon falls, and they board a ship headed toward hope--toward America.

by T Lai
Lunar
New
Year by
H Eliot
Map Into
the
World
by M Ho
The
Name Jar
by
Y Choi

This festive board book teaches readers that Lunar New Year invites us to spend time with family
and friends, to light lanterns, and set off fireworks, dance with dragons, and to live the new year in
harmony and happiness.
As the seasons change, so too does a young Hmong girl's world. She moves into a new home with
her family and encounters both birth and death. As this curious girl explores life inside her house
and beyond, she collects bits of the natural world. But who are her treasures for?
The new kid in school needs a new name! Or does she? Being the new kid in school is hard enough,
but what about when nobody can pronounce your name?

Books for Teens/Adults
American
Born
Chinese by
G Yang
The Making
of Asian
America
by E Lee

Alternates three interrelated stories about the problems of young Chinese Americans trying to
participate in the popular culture. Presented in comic book format.

The Patron
Saints of
Nothing
by R Ribay

When 17-year-old Jay Reguero learns his Filipino cousin and former best friend, Jun, was
murdered as part of President Duterte's war on drugs, he flies to the Philippines to learn more in
this gripping page-turning portrayal of the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant
identity.

The Spirit
Catches You
and You
Fall Down
by A Fadimen
This Time
Will Be
Different
by M Sugiura

Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction, this brilliantly reported and
beautifully crafted book explores the clash between a medical center in California and a Laotian
refugee family over their care of a child.

An epic history of global journeys and new beginnings, this book shows how generations of
Asian immigrants and their American-born descendants have made and remade Asian American
Life in the United States… only to face massive racial discrimination, Asian exclusion laws, and
for Japanese-Americans, incarceration during World War II.

Katsuyamas never quit--but seventeen-year-old CJ doesn't even know where to start. She's never
lived up to her mom's type A ambition, and she's perfectly happy just helping her aunt, Hannah,
at their family's flower shop. Then her mom decides to sell the shop- Soon a rift threatens to
splinter CJ's family, friends, and their entire Northern California community; and for the first
time, CJ has found something she wants to fight for.

Highlighted text denotes E-titles available for simultaneous use.

